In this paper, we describe the results of N-body simulation runs which include a cosmic string wake of tension Gµ = 10 −7 on top of the normal ΛCDM fluctuations. To obtain a higher resolution of the wake in the simulations compared to previous work, we insert the effects of the string wake at a lower redshift and perform the simulations in a smaller box. A curvelet analysis of the wake and no wake maps is applied, indicating that the presence of a wake can be extracted at 9 sigma confidence level from maps of the two-dimensional dark matter projection down to redshift z = 5.
Cosmic strings are linear topological defects in Quantum Field Theory which exist as solutions in some models that go beyond the Standard Model of Particle Physics [1] . A cosmic string consists of a one-dimensional region of trapped energy, having important gravitational effects for cosmology. If a model of nature admits cosmic string solutions, strings will necessarily form during the early universe [2] . For example, in some models, they form after the end of inflation, and in others, they form during a phase transition in the early radiation phase of Standard Big Bang Cosmology. After the cosmic strings form, they will persist as a scaling network. This means that the network of cosmic strings will have the same properties at all times if we scale the length observables to the Hubble radius [2] . The network will consist of a few long strings moving near the speed of light and also of loops of different sizes, and it will source sub-dominant fluctuations at all times. The gravitational effects of a cosmic string are characterized by only one number µ, its tension, which does not affect the scaling solution properties of the cosmic string network. The tension can also be seen as the * camargod@hep.physics.mcgill.ca energy per unit of length of the cosmic string, and it is related to the energy scale η at which the strings form by the following equation:
where G is Newton's constant and m pl is the Planck mass. The presence of cosmic strings does not produce acoustic oscillation features on the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) angular power spectrum. This fact contributes to the current upper bound on the cosmic string tension [3] :
A good study on the observational aspects of cosmic strings has two possible outputs [4] . One possibility is observing a cosmic string, which would be a significant achievement on probing particle physics models beyond the Standard Model of Particle Physics. The other option is not to observe cosmic strings, which will lower the bound on the cosmic string tension, thus ruling out classes of particle physics models. Besides this, cosmic strings could produce interesting results for cosmology such as explaining the origin of Fast Radio Bursts [5] , primordial magnetic fields [6] , and the origin of supermassive black holes [7] . This work will concentrate on the Large Scale Structure (LSS) as a complementary (concerning the CMB) arena for probing cosmic string. The primary motivation is that LSS data contains three-dimensional information, which includes much more modes that the twodimensional maps from the CMB. The disadvantage of LSS is that the effects of non-linearities are important, so theoretical predictions are harder to be obtained.
In a recent paper [8] (see also [9] ) we began a study of the dark matter distribution induced by string wakes [10] inserted at z = 31, using a simulation box of lateral size L = 64M pc/h and np = 512 particles per dimension. We found that the string signals for a wake with a string tension of Gµ = 10 −7 can be identified down to a redshift of z ≥ 10. A possible cause for not being able to identify the wake at lower redshifts comes from the fact that the wake thickness was about one order of magnitude smaller than the resolution length of the simulation grid at the time of wake insertion. The fact that the wake survives down to redshift z = 10 supports the idea that the wake global signal remains present despite having no local signal. In the current work, we take a complementary approach, and we use a box with a small lateral size (of L = 4M pc/h) and a higher number of particles (np = 1024 particles per dimension ), so the wake becomes well-resolved. The downside of this approach is that we lose part of the wake global signal and the advantage is that the effect of the wake lasts for more time.
A cosmic string wake is a planar overdense region that forms behind a long string as it passes by the matter distribution [10] . This effect is a consequence of the fact that a plane perpendicular to the long string will have a missing angle given by α = 8πGµ [1] , causing two test dark matter particles initially at rest to receive a velocity kick towards behind the string as soon as it passes by between the two. The expression for the velocity perturbation is the following:
where v s is the transverse velocity of the string and γ s is the associated Lorentz factor. The velocity kick makes the particles meet behind the string, forming a wedgelike structure with two times the average matter density. This is the wake. The initial geometry of the wake after formation at t = t wf will be a box of volume V , consisting of two large planar dimensions of the order of the Hubble radius ≈ t wf and one smaller thickness with a length of the order of the Hubble radius multiplied by the deficit angle:
At early times it is possible to obtain an analytical understanding of the wake evolution thanks to the fact that the matter fluctuation outside the wake was in the linear regime. The Zeldovich approximation [11] gives the evolution of the comoving wake thickness ψ 3 as a function of redshift z [12] :
where t 0 is the present time, z eq is the redshift of matter and radiation equality. Note that the wake produces a non-linear density fluctuation at arbitrarily early times.
Since structures start to grow only after equal time and radiation epoch, we choose this time as the time for wake formation. We use the value z eq = 1000. As the thickness grows as in linear theory, the planar dimension increases just with the Hubble flow, and are fixed in comoving coordinates. For the formation time we are considering, the planar dimension of the wake is about ≈ 100M pc. If the analytical thickness evolution remains valid up to today, we would have wakes with the thickness of ≈ 0.1M pc at the present time.
Once the ΛCDM perturbations enter the nonlinear regime (at about the time of re-ionization), the local mass distribution in the wake becomes highly non-linear, the ΛCDM fluctuations will disrupt the wake [13] , and the subsequent dynamics has to be studied numerically. In this paper, we simulate wakes of cosmic strings using an N-body code called CUBEP3M [14] and apply a statistic that extracts the wake signal.
The paper is organized as follow: section II contains a discussion on the previous works regarding wake evolution in the non-linear regime; Section III describes the simulations performed in the present work, the analysis of the data described in section III is performed in section IV;Finally, in section V we summarize the essential results obtained and indicate experimental prospects and possible paths for the extension of the analysis.
II. REVIEW OF COSMIC STRING WAKES IN THE NON-LINEAR REGIME
The wake produces a planar non-linear density perturbation at arbitrarily early times, so early on the wake is unambiguously distinguishable from others ΛCDM fluctuations. Once the ΛCDM fluctuations start to dominate, nearby halos begin to accrete material from the wake, causing wake fragmentation. An analytical study regarding the wake disruption by ΛCDM fluctuations was presented in [13] , where two criteria for wake disruption were introduced. The first one concerns local stability, which was studied by considering a cubic box with the dimension of the wake thickness and computing the standard deviation of the density contrast in this region from ΛCDM fluctuations. The second criterion takes the global extension of the wake region into account, by computing the standard deviation of the density contrast from ΛCDM inside a box with dimension V (see (4)) given by the whole wake. Both conditions were computed, and the main result indicates that although a Gµ = 10 −7 wake could be locally disrupted at z ≈ 8 it could in principle be distinguished from ΛCDM fluctuations at all times using the global information of the wake.
A method used to extract the wake signal from the dark matter distribution was presented in [8] and can be summarized as follows: for any direction of the sphere, we consider an associated projection axis passing through the origin of the box. We then consider slices of the simulation box perpendicular to that axis at each point x of this axis with thickness given by the grid size of the simulation, and we compute the mass density δ(x) of dark matter particles in that slice as a function of x. A onedimensional filter wavelet analysis is then performed on the mass density δ(x), giving a filtered version of it, called f δ. We then compute the maximum value S of f δ(x) for each direction on the simulation box. S is the map on the surface of the sphere, andŜ is its maximum value. The signal to noise ratio for the spherical peak(max(S)) divided by standard deviation (max(S)/std(S)) distribution for ten simulations without wake and three simula-tions with a Gµ = 10 −7 wake was found to beR = 8.1 at redshift z = 10 and insignificant at lower z.
The setup of the N-body simulation is the following. We used an N-body simulation program called CUBEP 3 M, a public high performance cosmological Nbody code based on a two-level mesh gravity solver augmented with sub-grid particle-particle interactions [14] . This code generates and evolves initial conditions (which are realizations of ΛCDM fluctuations) containing positions and velocities of particles inside a cubic box. There is an option to save the phase space of the distribution at any redshift and rerun the code from this checkpoint. We use this feature for wake insertion, by modifying the saved phase space distribution at time t i by including effects of a wake. The modification consists in displacing and giving a velocity kick on particles towards the wake plane. The absolute value of the displacement ψ(t i ) and velocity perturbationψ(t i ) in comoving units can be computed using the following equations (see [12] for details)
andψ
Once the wake insertion is made, the new modified distribution is further evolved by the N-body code.
In fact, the wake is identifiable by eye at z = 7 if we compare the wake simulation with the same simulation without the wake, as illustrated by the figure 1.
The primary goal of this paper is to find a statistic which can extract the wake presence without using information about the simulation without a wake. In the next section, we will describe the simulations in more detail.
III. SIMULATIONS
We performed six N-body simulations without wakes with the following cosmological parameters: Ω Λ = 0.7095, Ω b = 0.0445, Ω CDM = 0.246, n t = 1, n s = 0.96, σ 8 = 0.8628, h = 0.70, T cmb (t 0 ) = 2.7255. Those simulations consists of np = 1024 particles per dimension, a lateral size of L = 4M pc/h, and initial conditions generated at z = 31, with checkpoints at z = 15, z = 10. z = 7, z = 5 and z = 3. The wake is inserted at the z = 10 checkpoint. All simulations used 512 cores divided into 64 MPI tasks and were run in the Graham Cluster of Calcul Quebec, part of the Compute Canada consortium.
As pointed out in [13] , if we displace all particles towards a central plane, this creates a nonphysical void in the parallel planes at the boundary of the simulation box.
Here we circumvent this problem by using a suppression of the velocity and displacement perturbations that starts halfway between the wake and the boundary and linearly The upper plot shows the simulation without the wake, and the plot on the bottom shows the simulation with a Gµ = 10 7 wake at the central position along the z axis. All values higher than two were set to yellow decreases to zero at the boundary. This procedure avoids the creation of a planar void at the boundary since the particles are not displaced there. Figure 2 shows the average displacement induced by the wake on each particle and compares it with the analytical prediction. As in the previous work, the numerical simulation results for the wake-induced displacement are about a factor of two higher than the analytical prediction. We conjectured that this could be due to the nonphysical void, but here it is evident that this was not the case since there is no void in our new simulations. This fact indicates that the analytical prediction is incomplete and we should trust more in the numerical simulations. Another reason is that we are in the non-linear regime, where the assumptions of the analytical predictions are not valid. Even more evidence regarding this issue could be obtained if we remove the boundary condition. We plan to do that in the future.
A similar analysis was done for the induced velocity perturbation. As figure 3 shows, the difference between the numerical and analytical velocity perturbations is not significant. 
IV. ANALYSIS
As can be seen by eye, the wake presence is clear if we compare a pure ΛCDM simulation with a ΛCDM plus wake simulation. Figure 1 This occurs because the particles on the wake are displaced by the Gaussian fluctuations and no longer form a straight plane. However, the planar nature of the wake can be recovered if we project not the entire x direction, but several slices of it. It was found that if we slice the x direction in eight different parts and perform a twodimensional projection on each slice, the wake can be better visualized. Figure 5 shows the second slice associated with the same simulations of figure 4 .
The wake presence is much more explicit in this case and corresponds to a clear vertical line at the middle of the panel on the bottom of figure 5 .
Unfortunately, this does not mean the wake detection is granted since the wake presence should be obtained without previous knowledge of the simulation without a wake.
In the next subsection, we will show the result of a statistic that analyses a set of two-dimensional projections of the dark matter particles. We ask the question if it is possible to differentiate the image of the twodimensional projection perpendicular to the wake from any other projection without the wake. 1 A specific layer can be further subdivided into several square images, and in a universe with a cosmic string network, there is a non-zero probability that one of those images has a wake perpendicular to it. Assuming that there are ≈ O(10) wakes per Hubble volume (for the wakes we are seeking, this means 1 × 1 square degrees in the sky) and they have random orientations, this probability is p ≈ 10 −3 /(z + 1) and a full-sky dataset will have about 400 images with a wake in the exact perpendicular orientation for z = 5. In this case, for a universe filled with cosmic strings, only a small fraction of the "square images" will contain a wake perpendicular to its plane. We will see that this small fraction is still sufficient to pinpoint a universe with Gµ = 10 −7 cosmic strings at redshift down to z = 5. Of course, the situation is much better in the case in which the angular and redshift high-precision are comparable. In this case for each redshift, the layer would not be divided into two-dimensional squares, but into three-dimensional boxes. The wake presence could be checked in each box, and the method below could be applied by taking several two-dimensional projections of the given box. With the specifications above half of the boxes would intersect a wake, and for such boxes, 1/1000 of the two-dimensional projections would indicate a wake.
A. Two-Dimensional projections
Here we describe the pipeline for the statistics that we use for wake detection. All computations were performed using Matlab, together with the curvelet package CURVELAB [16] .
The first step is, for each cubic simulation box, to slice it onto 8 different tiles (where the slice is perpendicular to the x direction, while the wake is parallel) and to obtain a two-dimensional map of it by projecting the associated slice into the y − z plane.
For each two-dimensional dark matter map of the particle number pn above (viewed as a two-dimensional array with the projected number of particle as each one of its elements) we perform the following steps:
1-) Compute the density contrast dc = (pn −pn)/pn, where the bar indicates the average. This is computed because we will use the fact that the density contrast around the wake is one;
2-) Set all the regions with dc > 1 to one. If it were not for this step, the signal would be dominated by the highdense spherical regions (with density contrast exceeding ten); 3-) Segment the range of dc values (from −1 to 1) into 20 regions and replace the dc values with a number from 1 to 20 corresponding to each sequence in the segmentation, resulting in the segmented density contrast map seg. We used the Otsus method of multilevel image thresholds [17] , where the sum of the spreads for each segment is at its minimum. This makes regions that "lookalike" (in the histogram sense) have the same label. We choose 20 segments because this was the maximum allowed by the package used in Matlab. The motivation for this step is to have regions on the wake labeled by the same (high) values, giving a higher weight to regions where we expect the wake to be; 4-) Take the logarithm of the above map, obtaining lseg = log(seg). Since not all regions of the wake have density contrast one (some of then have slight smaller density contrast), we perform this step with the intention of bringing those values closer, since a logarithm transformation contracts higher values much more than smaller ones; 5-) Compute the curvelet-filtered map curv = C(lseg), were all the curvelet coefficients with scales higher than the expected wake thickness were set to zero, and after that, the inverse curvelet transformation is taken. This is a crucial step since it highlights line segment discontinuities (as produced by the wake). To see this, consider figure 6 which shows the result of those steps (up to the fifth step) for the maps of figure 5 . The wake presence is more clear now, with a large line segment on the bottom panel indicating the wake position; 6-) Perform a Radon transformation rad = R(curv) [18] . A radon transformation is suitable for line detection such as the one produced by the wake. 7-) Compute the peak pk of the Radon transformation pk = max(rad), where max(rad) denotes the maximum value of the two dimensional array rad. A high peak means that there is a line in the two-dimensional map with high contrast, such as the one produced by the wake. shows the slice without the wake, and the plot on the bottom shows the slice with a Gµ = 10 7 wake at the center. All values higher than two were set to yellow For each simulation, we chose the statistical indicator as the maximum pk from the eight slices. The result of the distribution of the peaks pk for each one of the ten simulations is shown in figure 7 . This peak statistic has a confidence level of cl = 9.12, where cl =R − δR and R is the array with the signal to noise ratio with a wake simulation, defined as
where pkw is the pk for the given simulation with a wake, pwnw is the mean pk of all simulations without wakes and std(pwnw) is the standard deviation of all pk from simulations without a wake.R is the mean of R for all simulations with wakes and std(R) is the standard deviation of R for simulations with wakes.
With the simplistic assumption that the distribution of pk in a universe without cosmic strings is nearly Gaussian, such a high confidence level produces a probability of finding a region with a wake-like outlier in a pure ΛCDM universe which is ≈ 10 −18 . That means that even if we consider a full sky map with several layers (as discussed at the beginning of the section), the probability of finding a region that indicates the wake presence will be virtually zero, whereas there will be O(500) squares with such characteristic in one layer at z = 5 in a universe including a wake with Gµ = 10 −7 , meaning that the wake is undoubtedly identifiable.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we showed that a Gµ = 10 −7 wake is identifiable down to z = 5 in a two-dimensional dark mater map (where the wake is perpendicular to the plane of projection) with a 9 confidence level based on the signal to noise ratio. We argued that with the most simplistic assumption of Gaussian distribution of the peak statistics, there would be O(500) outliers indicating the wake presence in a fixed redshift layer with poor z resolution for a simulation including a string wake, whereas there will be none in the case of a universe without cosmic string wakes.
We are investigating whether neural networks and 3d curvelet analyses could improve the wake detection. The hope is that they will be able to distinguish maps with and without wakes at redshifts below z = 3.
The experimental prospects to find the wake signal will be analyzed in future works, where resolution (angular and redshift) is essential together with intensity sensivity. Finally, it remains to be seen if the dark matter tracers, such as halos and galaxies will maintain the wake signal. All of those aspects are in current investigation.
